
Robert Smith 
Customer Loyalty Representative/Coordinator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To obtain a Customer Loyalty Representative position with a growing 
company where can utilize computer knowledge, Retention knowledge and 
strong customer service skills with the opportunity for advancement.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Customer Loyalty Representative/Coordinator
ABC Corporation -   August 2007 – May 2015 

Responsibilities:

 Provided exceptional customer service in a team environment.
 Trained in the current system to assist when needed Respond to 

customers inquiries.
 Flagged running with trainees while on the phones, provide support and

answer any questions.
 Assisted with orders reviews from new hire trainees to ensure they are 

completing the customer orders correctly.
 Performed daily office duties such as filing, typing and data processing.
 Counseled clients in the selection of financial products in order to meet 

their financial needs.
 Updated financial statements, maintained loan files and coordinated 

loan renewals.

Customer Loyalty Representative
Delta Corporation -   2003 – 2007 

Responsibilities:

 Followed up with customers after service visit Filed invoices Promoted to
service cashier Accomplishments Took over filing position after 
previous .

 Assisted with reorganizing filing system Skills Used Team work and 
communication.

 for a growing transportation company including duties of transportation,
routing shipments, fulfilling orders, answering phones and 
communicating .

 Processing claims for customer that have issue with recently purchase 
furniture.

 Customer service, data entry, filing, faxing.
 Going over warranties with the customer.
 Scheduling deliveries and service visits.

Education

Customer Service - September 1988(Charles P. Steinmetz High 
School - Chicago, IL)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Type 65+ wpm, Microsoft
Office Programs, various 
office machines, Multi-
line phone system.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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